
 

        The Endless Halls   

                                         By Cain  

                        

  I thought it would be a normal day. Oh, how wrong I was. 

While I was on my late-night walk, I fell through the floor as if it 

had disappeared. When I woke up, all I saw was seemingly 

endless halls with some sort of yellow wallpaper. As for the floor, 

it's been exchanged for some yellow moist carpet. Thirty minutes 

passed then two hours passed.  Time seems to pass differently 

here or maybe it's my slowly draining sanity. I thought I would 

never hear a human again, yet suddenly I hear a human walking. 

I dash right towards it, and then I see it, a tall semi skeletal figure. 

Suddenly it dashes at me and starts chasing me. I run as fast as I 

can, yet inevitably I get cornered. Unexpectedly, at the last 

second, I fall through the floor again.    

 
 

 



 

 Chapter 2 FUN  

 

Well great! I say to myself.  This place looks more like a child's 

birthday celebration with its orangish wallpaper. However, these 

tables look good for hiding under, I thought to myself. 

I also realize that thankfully the buzzing lights are gone too. As I 

began to hide under the table, I hear children's nursery rhymes. 

The songs keep getting louder. Suddenly, yellow figures with red 

poorly drawn smiley faces appeared. ….OH GOD ONE OF THEM 

SAW ME! OH GOD THEY ARE ALL CHASING ME. I Manage to 

hide under one of the tables and I see the exit.

  
 

Chapter 3 Pipe Dreams 

 

Phew! That was close. In this room, these pipes look over 50 

years old. In this level or whatever only goes in a straight line also 

I just noticed the entrance has become more pipe-covered walls. 

Well, left or right well left is always right so let's go. Was that 

weird giant smiley face always there. OH god why is it getting 

closer. Wait do I see this right a door that says I can finally 

escape this place. 

 



 

 

Chapter 4 RUN FOR YOUR LIFE      

 

Well, say goodbye to my ear drums because these sirens are 

really loud. Why am I in a hospital hallway that only goes straight? 

Well better start walking. OH god why is there like fifty of 

everything that I've seen. Wait, I see the exit. It says it will erase 

all memories of this place, goodbye where am I? These buzzing 

lights and moist yellow carpet are weird and a annoying. 

 


